Comedy Central’s The Daily Show with Jon Stewart has become one of the go-to television shows for authors to introduce their books. The following list includes featured authors and titles that are in the William P. Faust Public Library of Westland collection.

Blair, Tony
BIOG Blair Journey

Carter, Jimmy
BIOG Carter White House Diary

Eig, Jonathan
364.109 Eig Get Capone

Gunn, Tim
746.92 Gun Gunn’s Golden Rules

Hitchens, Christopher
BIOG Hitchens Hitch-22

Huffington, Arianna
330.973 Huf Third World America

Javers, Eamon
364.169 Jav Broker, Trader, Lawyer, Spy

Junger, Sebastian
958.104 Jun/ War
LP 958.104 Jun

Lewis, Michael
330.973 Lew Big Short

Markopolos, Harry
364.163 Mar/ No One Would Listen
CD 364.163 Mar

McCain, Meghan
324.973 McCai Dirty Sexy Politics

Meacham, Jon
BIOG Jackson/ American Lion
LP BIOG Jackson/ CD BIOG Jackson

O’Connell, Robert L.
937.04 OCon Ghosts of Cannae

O’Hara, John
336.73 OHar New American Tea Party

Okrent, Daniel
363.41 Okr Last Call

O’Reilly, Bill
973.932 O’Rei/ Pinheads and Patriots
LP 973.932 O’Rei

Patterson, Scott
332.64 Pat Quants

Polman, Linda
361.26 Pol Crisis Caravan

Rakove, Jack
973.3 Rak Revolutionaries

Remnick, David
BIOG Obama Bridge

Roach, Mary
571.091 Roa Packing for Mars

Rosen, William
909.81 Ros Most Powerful Idea in the World

Thiessen, Marc A.
327.127 Thi Courting Disaster

Whittle, Richard
623.746 Whi Dream Machine